
Victory Amplification from the UK proudly announces the BD1 Head as part of the award-winning Compact Series. 
The BD1 is a standard version of the Rob Chapman RD1 Signature model, sharing exactly the same all-valve design,  

circuit and feature set, but finished in black (the RD1 is bright red). It’s just 263mm wide and weighs only 6kg. 
 

This ultra compact, single-channel head is a superb sounding rock machine designed for real, all-valve tone wherever you go. 
Up to 28 watts in full-power mode makes it great for gigging, while the two-watt setting will keep the neighbours happy!  
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Victory BD1 Head available January 2016

BD1 key features 

1. SINGLE CHANNEL
A simple single-channel design 
that goes from clean/breakup  
to full-on overdrive. 

2. TWO POWER MODES
High power is 28 watts RMS,  
from a pair of fixed-bias EL84 
output valves running push-pull. 
It’s plenty loud enough to gig. 
Low-power mode switches  
down to 2 watts push-pull  
for home and recording use. 

3. BRIGHT SWITCH
Two preset levels of treble 
response to suit to your  
guitar choice and playing style. 

4. DEEP SWITCH
Increases low-frequency  
response in the power section.

5. CONTOUR CONTROL
Turning clockwise increases  
bass and decreases mids. 
Anti-clockwise does the  
opposite, to help shape tones  
exactly as you like them.

6. FX LOOP WITH MIX
Place your pedals in the loop 
(after the preamp before the 
power amp) and control how 
much you hear of them using  
the wet/dry mix knob. 

7. 100/110V OR 220/230V 
Easily switchable so you can use 
the RD1 all over the world (may 
require mains fuse change). 

8. SUPER COMPACT!
It’s tiny! Even smaller than our 
V30 / V40 / VX heads, it’s just 
263mm wide and weighs only  
6kg. Overhead aircraft lockers?  
No problem with the Victory RD1.
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Victory Compact Series BD1 Signature Head

Format: All-valve head
Power: 28 to 2 watts RMS

Valves: 3 x 12AX7, 2 x EL84
Extra features: Bright switch, deep switch, contour control,
series effects loop with wet/dry mix control, high and low 

power modes. Padded carry bag included
Size (mm): 263(w) x 170(h) x 195(d)

(dimensions include handle, controls and feet)
Weight: 6kg/13.2lbs

SRP pricing: January 2016: £599 (British pounds sterling inc VAT) 
$849 (US dollars ex-tax) / €679 (Euro ex-VAT)

Available at dealers: From January 2016

Web: www.victoryamps.com  Email: enquiries@victoryamps.co.uk
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Victory BD1 & RD1 shown on  
V212VV extension cabinets
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